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Abstract— Bandwidth-sharing networks as considered by Mas-
soulié & Roberts provide a natural modeling framework for
describing the dynamic flow-level interaction among elastic data
transfers. Although valuable stability results have been ob-
tained, crucial performance metrics such as flow-level delays and
throughputs in these models have remained intractable in all but
a few special cases. In particular, it is not well understood to what
extent flow-level delays and throughputs achieved by standard
bandwidth-sharing mechanisms such as � -fair strategies leave
potential room for improvement.
In order to gain a better understanding of the latter issue, we
set out to determine the scheduling policies that minimize the
mean delay in some simple linear bandwidth-sharing networks.
We compare the performance of the optimal policy with that
of various � -fair strategies so as to assess the efficacy of the
latter and gauge the potential room for improvement. The
results indicate that the optimal policy achieves only modest
improvements, even when the value of � is simply fixed, provided
it is not too small.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several years, the processor-sharing discipline
has emerged as a useful paradigm for evaluating the flow-
level performance of elastic data transfers competing for
bandwidth on a single bottle-neck link. Bandwidth-sharing
networks as considered by Massoulié & Roberts [7] provide a
natural extension for modeling the dynamic interaction among
competing elastic flows that traverse several links along their
source-destination paths. Bonald & Massoulié [1] showed that
a wide class of 	 -fair bandwidth-sharing policies as introduced
by Mo & Walrand [8] achieve stability in such networks under
the simple (and necessary) condition that no individual link
is overloaded, see also [11] for instance. While stability is
arguably the most fundamental performance criterion, flow-
level delays and throughputs are obviously crucial metrics too.
Although useful approximations, bounds [2] and heavy-traffic
limits [6] have been obtained, the latter performance metrics
have largely remained intractable in all but a few special cases.
In particular, it is not well understood to what extent the flow-
level delays and throughputs achieved by common bandwidth-
sharing mechanisms leave potential room for improvement.

The scope for improving flow-level delays and throughputs
has been the focus of intense efforts in a somewhat distinct
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strand of research on size-based scheduling strategies. Sev-
eral studies have demonstrated that the Shortest Remaining
Processing Time first (SRPT) discipline can achieve signifi-
cant performance improvements for heavy-tailed service re-
quirements compared to First-Come First-Served or Processor
Sharing. The SRPT discipline has therefore been adopted as
an effective mechanism for improving the performance of web
servers [3], [5]. A critical issue associated with size-based
scheduling in general and SRPT in particular, is that it relies
on (partial) knowledge of (remaining) service requirements.
While such information is usually available in web servers,
it is impractical to obtain in Internet routers. An alternative
strategy which has hence been advocated for scheduling data
flows is the Least Attained Service first (LAS) discipline also
known as Foreground-Background Processor Sharing.

Nearly all studies on the performance gains from size-based
scheduling strategies such as SRPT and LAS have considered
single-server settings. Single-server systems provide reason-
able models for web servers, but they do not accurately capture
scenarios where users require service from several resources
simultaneously. Such concurrent resource possession arises in
the above-mentioned bandwidth-sharing networks, where data
flows traverse several links between their source-destination
pairs and consume bandwidth on each of them for the duration
of the transfer. (Even though individual packets travel across
the network on a hop-by-hop basis, on a somewhat longer
time scale a data flow claims roughly equal bandwidth on
each of the links along its path since the amount of buffering
at intermediate nodes is typically quite limited.)

While single-server systems provide tractable results and
useful insights, they do not exhibit the potential non-work-
conserving behavior that may occur in scenarios with con-
current resource possession. There are various indications that
priority mechanisms in such scenarios may cause starvation
effects with possibly severe consequences. For example, Yang
& de Veciana [14], [15] demonstrated that SRPT scheduling
in network scenarios may yield considerable performance
improvements in terms of mean delays and throughputs, but
also observed that flows on long routes with large sizes may
sustain a marked performance degradation. Recently, it was
shown that size-based scheduling strategies such as SRPT
and LAS may in fact unnecessarily fail to achieve stability



in network settings, even at arbitrarily low loads [13].
In conclusion, the results for size-based scheduling in

single-server models do not provide a good indication for
the scope for improvement over common bandwidth-sharing
mechanisms in network scenarios. In order to gain better in-
sight into the latter issue, we will set out to determine schedul-
ing policies that minimize the mean delay in bandwidth-
sharing networks with a linear topology. While admittedly
simple, linear networks provide a useful model for flows that
traverse several links and experience bandwidth contention
from independent cross-traffic. Armed with the knowledge of
the optimal policy, we then compare its performance with
various 	 -fair strategies so as to assess the efficacy of the
latter and gauge the potential room for improvement. Our
results indicate that the optimal policy achieves only modest
improvements over an 	 -fair strategy when the value of 	 is
optimized. In its turn, an optimized 	 -fair strategy yields only
marginal improvements compared to virtually any fixed value
of 	 , as long as this value is not too small. This is particularly
so for the important special cases 	�
� (proportional fair
strategy) and 	�
�� (which is a modeling abstraction of TCP).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II we provide a detailed model description and discuss
some preliminaries. In Section III we derive some sample-
path comparisons for the workload processes under various
scheduling policies. We use these sample-path inequalities in
Section IV to show that in certain cases with exponential ser-
vice requirements relatively simple priority-type policies min-
imize the mean number of users in the system. In Section V
we examine cases where the optimal policy does not have a
simple priority-type structure, and use dynamic programming
techniques to prove that in these cases the optimal policy is
characterized by a switching curve. Section VI presents the
numerical experiments that we conducted. We summarize our
results in Section VII.

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We consider a linear network with � nodes. For conve-
nience, we assume each of the nodes to have a unit service
rate. In order to present the results in the simplest possible
setting, we focus on a traffic scenario with ����� classes,
where class � requires service at node � only, ��
�������������� ,
while class 0 requires service at all � nodes simultaneously.
The above ‘toy’ scenario appears already sufficiently rich to
exhibit many of the qualitative phenomena that may occur for
general network topologies and route structures. Class- � users
arrive according to independent Poisson processes of rate � � ,
and have generally distributed service requirements !"� with
mean #$� , �%
'&(����������� .

Define the traffic load of class � as )(�'*+
,�-�.#/� . Thus
the load at node � is )102�')3� , �4
5�6����������� . The obviously
necessary conditions for stability )103�7)3�98:� , for �%
;�����������<� ,
are known [1] to be sufficient as well for 	 -fair bandwidth-
sharing policies. (For conciseness, these conditions will be
referred to as the ‘standard’ conditions.) In order to examine
the effectiveness of 	 -fair policies we seek policies that in

some appropriate sense minimize the total number of active
users in the above-described system. We only allow (possibly
preemptive) policies that have no knowledge available of
the remaining service requirements and denote this class of
policies by = . The following policies will play a central role.> Policy ?A@ gives preemptive priority to class 0 whenever it

is non-empty and, otherwise, serves any other class with
at least one user.> Policy ?A@�@ simultaneously serves all classes �B
;�����������<�
whenever at least one user of each class is present.
Otherwise class 0 is served. When class 0 is empty, any
other class with at least one user present is served.

For both these policies the system is stable under the standard
conditions, since policies ?A@ and ?C@�@ ensure that each node
operates at full rate when it is non-empty.

For a given policy ? , denote by D�E�GF.HJI the number of class-� users at time H and by KLE� F.HJI their total residual work.DME F.HJI is defined as N�O�QPAR DME�SF.HJI . We further define DME� , KTE�
and DME as random variables with the corresponding time-
average distributions (when they exist). For brevity, we use
the superscripts @ and @�@ for random variables corresponding
to ?A@ and ?A@<@ .

Note that class 0 does not notice the presence of other
classes under policy ? @ . The mean amount of class-0 work
is therefore given by the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula:U F K @0 I 
 �$0 U F !203V I� F �SW�)(0 I �
With policy ?A@ , any class �YX
Z& sees its service being
interrupted by busy periods of class 0 so that [10]:U F K @� I 
 �/0 U F ![0 V I �\�/� U F ![� V I� F �GW])(0GW])3� I W �$0 U F !20 V I� F �GW])^0 I �
Note that these formulas hold for any service requirement
distribution and scheduling discipline within classes.

In the special case of exponentially distributed service
requirements, scheduling within a class (without knowledge
of the actual size of jobs) does not affect the distribution of
the number of users. Letting _`�a
���b�#/� (and thus U F ![�JV I 
�3b�_ V��I ), the mean number of users can then simply be obtained
from

U F D @�%I 
'_c� U F K @�dI for all classes � . In particularU F D @0 I 
 )^0�SW])^0 �
andU F D @� I 
 )^��SW])^0SW�)^� � _c�_e0 f )(0�SW])^0SW])3� W )^0�SW])^0/g �
so thatU F D @ I 
 )^0�GW])^0 � Oh �iPAR/j k�lmon )(0p�q) V�F �GW])^0 I�F �SW�)(0GW])^� I � )3��SW�)(0/r �

(1)
For policy ?A@�@ there is no closed-form expression available

for the mean workloads. For �s
 � , determining these
is equivalent to solving a boundary-value problem [4]: the
service rate allocated to any class � depends on the workloads
of all other classes.



III. WORKLOAD

In this section we allow for general service requirement
distributions and compare (sample-path wise) the workloads
of the various classes under different policies.

Let t? � be a policy that is work-conserving in node � ,
i.e., the capacity of node � is fully used whenever that
node is non-empty. Obviously, such a policy minimizes the
total workload in node � at all times. More specifically, ifK�uE l0 F & I �:K�uE l� F & I4vxwzy KTE0 F & I �:KTE� F & I for some arbitrary
policy ? , thenK uE l0 F.HJI �{K uE l� F.HJIpv|wzy K E0 F.HJI �{K E� F.HJI �T} Ha~ &1� (2)

Here v|wzy denotes the usual stochastic ordering. Note that both
policies ? @ and ? @�@ are work-conserving in each node, so
inequality (2) holds for all �"
������������<� , if t? ���'� ?A@��<?C@�@�� .
We call KTE0�� �<� � F.HJI *�
:KTE0 F.HJI ��KTE�"F.HJI ��KTE� F.HJI the aggregate
workload in nodes � and � . Besides minimizing the workload
in one node, at any point in time, policy ?B@�@ also minimizes
the aggregate workload in at least one pair of nodes (these
need not always be the same) as is formalized in the following
lemma. This result will be useful for the analysis in the next
sections.

Lemma 3.1: If for H 
�& there exist nodes � and � with��X
:� , such that K @�@0�� �<� � F.HJIpvxwzy K E0�� �<� � F.HJI � (3)

then, for any H�� & , there exist � and � (not necessarily the
same as at time H 
'& ) with ��X
:� such that (3) holds.
Hence, if ��
�� , the lemma states that policy ?B@<@ stochas-
tically minimizes the total workload in the system. We note
that there is no policy that achieves the same for � � � .
Proof of Lemma 3.1 By assuming the same sequence of
arrivals and service requests, we can compare the two policies,?C@�@ and ? , in the same sample space. Let� 
������ � Ha� &4*(K @�@0�� �<� � F.HJIp� K E0�� �<� � F.HJI ��}1������X
'&1����X
:�-�3�
We show by contradiction that � cannot be finite. Let us
suppose � 8�� . Inequality (3) can only be violated for all
pairs � and � immediately after time � , if it holds with equality
at time � for some � and � , which we fix for the remainder
of the proof. In addition, for the equality to cease to be valid,
policy ?A@�@ should not be serving both nodes � and � at full
rate, so that K�@�@0 F � I 
�& and K;@�@�;F � I 
'& for either �%
\� or�A
T� . From (2) we have K�@�@� F � Ipv KTE0 F � I �\KTE� F � I for all� X
'&1� � X
�� ; we fix such an

�
and observe that this inequality is

preserved until the next arrival from either class 0 or class � (in
the mean time, ?A@�@ works at full rate in node

�
and ? can not

do better than that). Note that K�@�@0 F.HJI 
�& and K;@�@�LF.HJI 
�&
until such an arrival occurs and, hence, K�@�@0�� ��� � F.HJIpv KTE0�� ��� � F.HJI ,
which contradicts the definition of � . �

IV. SMALL CLASS-0 USERS

In the remainder of the paper we focus on exponentially
distributed service requirements and write _`�M
 ��b�#/� . For
relatively ‘large’ values of _`0 , i.e., when class-0 users are

relatively small, we show that either ?%@ or ?A@<@ stochastically
minimizes the number of users at every point in time. More
precisely: this is so when _`0 � N �¢¡`R<� ��£P/� _c� for all �:X
Y& .
In Section IV-A we first show that the results of the previous
section allow us to readily prove that ?%@ and ?C@�@ minimize the
mean number of users in the above-mentioned cases. Because
of Little’s law, such a policy automatically minimizes the
mean overall sojourn time as well. We briefly comment on
the stochastic optimality in Section IV-B.

To put our results in context, we recall that the _ -rule is
known to stochastically minimize the number of users [9] in
a single-server system. The rationale behind this rule is that
it maximizes the output rate at all times. In the network we
discuss, this can only be accomplished for certain parameter
values. Besides trying to maximize the total output rate of the
system, we must take into account that when serving class�¤X
�& while another class ��X
�& is empty may leave node �
underutilized if there are users of class 0. For example, if _C� �_e0 for all �%
;�����������<� , then giving priority to classes �6���������<� ,
myopically maximizes the total output rate of the system but
such a discipline unnecessarily causes instability [13] when= O��PAR�F �3WS)�� I 8¥)(0 . In general, there can be a trade-off between
maximizing the output rate and using the full capacity in each
node whenever that node is non-empty. It is precisely in those
cases where these two objectives are compatible, that we can
identify the policies that minimize the total number of users.

A. Minimizing the mean number of users

The next lemma, together with the results for the workload
obtained in Section III, can be used to prove that, in certain
cases, policy ? @ or ? @�@ minimizes the mean total number of
users at every point in time.

Lemma 4.1: Let ?B�%t? � = and assume the service re-
quirements of class � are exponentially distributed with mean#/�¦
��b�_c� . If for some §:¨ � &1���������<�G� , N ��©3ª K«uE� F.HJI�v|wzyN ��©3ª KTE�[F.HJI �1} Hp~ & , thenh ��©3ª �_c� U F D uE� F.HJIJIpv h ��©3ª �_c� U F D E� F.HJIJI �
Proof Because of the memoryless property of the exponential
distribution and the fact that policies ? and t? have no knowl-
edge of the remaining service requirements, the workload,K¬� F.HJI , is distributed as N� l�® y.¯��PAR¥° �� . Here ° �� are i.i.d. random
variables from an exponential distribution with mean ��b�_`� .
Hence, h ��©3ª "±

²
l ® y.¯h��PAR ° �� v|w�y h ��©oª 

²
l ® y.¯h��PAR ° �� �,} Hp~ &1� (4)

and the lemma is proved after taking expectations. �
This lemma paves the way for the following two proposi-

tions, which state that, in certain cases, ?%@ or ?A@<@ is optimal.
Proposition 4.2: Assume KM�z@ F & I�vxwzy KTE� F & I , for all � . IfN�O�QPAR _c� v _e0 , then U F D @ F.HJIJI¬v U F D E F.HJIJI �B}/? � = and} Ha~ & .



Proof By (2), policy ?A@ minimizes the workload in each node,
which implies by Lemma 4.1 that }M�%
;�����������<� ,�_e0 U F D³0 @ F.HJIJI � �_c� U F D¤� @ F.HJIJIqv �_e0 U F D E0 F.HJIJI � �_c� U F D E� F.HJIJI �

(5)
Combining Lemma 4.1 with the fact that giving preemptive
priority to class � minimizes the workload of class � , we have:U F D³0 @ F.HJIJIpv U F D E0 F.HJIJI � (6)

Multiplying (5) by _e� ~ & , for all �%
;�����������<� , multiplying (6)
by

m�n�´eµ·¶
l¹¸(º

m
lmon ~ & and summing these �x�¦� inequalities givesN O�QPc0 U F D¤�»@ F.HJIJIdv N O�QPc0 U F D¬E�7F.HJIJI . �

Proposition 4.3: Assume K��z@<@ F & I¼vxwzy KTE�[F & I , for all � .
If N O�QP%R _c� ~ _e0 ~ N O�QPAR<� �½£P/� _c� for all �¾X
¿& , thenU F D�@�@ F.HJIJIpv U F DME F.HJIJI �(}$? � = and } Hp~ & .
Proof As in the previous proof we have by (2) and Lemma 4.1
that�_e0 U F D³0 @�@ F.HJIJI � �_c� U F D¤� @�@ F.HJIJIpv �_e0 U F D E0 F.HJIJI � �_c� U F D E� F.HJIJI �

(7)
Similarly, we can conclude from Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1 that at
time H there are classes � and � , ��X
�� �:� �����������<�G� , such
that �_e0 U F D³0 @�@ F.HJIJI � �_$� U F D7� @<@ F.HJIJI � �_`� U F D4� @�@ F.HJIJIv �_e0 U F D E0 F.HJIJI � �_$� U F D E� F.HJIJI � �_`� U F D E� F.HJIJI � (8)

Now multiply (7) by _`0·WLN O� PAR<� � £P � _ � ~ & , for �¬
À�o���
and by _c� for all ��X
Á&1�z����� ; multiply inequality (8) byN�O�QPAR _c�$W�_e0 ~ & and sum these �Â�¥� inequalities to obtainN�O�QPc0 U F D¤� @<@ F.HJIJIdv N�O�QPc0 U F D E� F.HJIJI . �
B. Stochastic optimality

It is worth noting that despite the stochastic inequality (4)
the above arguments can not be strengthened to prove that?C@ and ?C@�@ in fact stochastically minimize the number of
users for the given parameter values. This can, however, be
accomplished using a dynamic programming (DP) approach
similar to that in Section V below. For the case ��
�� the
following two results are proved in [12]:

Proposition 4.4: If _BR9�\_ V v _e0 , then policy ?A@ stochas-
tically minimizes the total number of users.

Proposition 4.5: If _BR��J_ V v _e0 and _%Ra�'_ V ~ _e0 , then
policy ?A@�@ stochastically minimizes the total number of users.

V. LARGE CLASS-0 USERS

Again assuming exponential service requirements, we now
explore the uncovered case when there exists an �³
;�����������<� ,
such that N O�iPARJ� ��£P/� _c� ~ _e0 . Since a stochastically optimal
policy may in general not exist, we focus instead on the
average-optimal policy, i.e., the policy that minimizes

U F D]E I
over all policies ? � = .

We again focus on the case of two nodes and hence consider
service rates such that _`0�8Ã_c� for at least one ��
Ä����� .

Intuitively it is clear that when there are users of both classes 1
and 2 present, serving them will be optimal. When there are
only users of classes 0 and 1 present and _9RÅ8�_e0 , serving
class 0 seems appropriate, since it is work-conserving in both
nodes and it maximizes the total output rate. However, when_e0Å8L_%R , there is no obvious rule which class to serve. The
next proposition states that in such situations, there exists
a switching curve that determines which class is optimal to
serve, i.e. there exists a function Æ F�Ç�I such that it is optimal
to serve class 0 at full rate if DÅR F.HJIpv Æ F D¤0 F.HJIJI and to serve
class 1 at full rate otherwise.

Proposition 5.1: Assume that _9R � _e0 . If both classes 1
and 2 are non-empty, then the expected average-optimal
stationary policy serves these simultaneously. While class 2
is empty, the optimal policy is characterized by a switching
curve (class 1 is only served if there are sufficient class-1
users). If, in addition, _`0 ~ _ V , then class 0 is served while
class 1 is empty.

In the remainder of this section we outline the proof of this
proposition. We denote by � , � and � the numbers of class-0,
class-1 and class-2 users, respectively. It will be convenient to
focus on the uniformized Markov chain. That is, transition
epochs (possibly ‘dummy’ transitions that do not alter the
system state) are generated by a Poisson process of uniform
rate È¼
��$0S���eRp�'� V �É_e0|�{_%Ra�É_ V . We assume Èq
Ê�
without loss of generality. Using DP, we minimize the mean
number of users for the embedded uniformized process, which
is equivalent to minimizing that of the original process.

The direct costs that are incurred each time state F �J�z����� I is
visited, are �A�q�³�'� , which implies that the objective is to
find a policy ? that minimizes

U F D�E I . The DP equation can
be written as:Ë�Ì3Í R F �J���o�»� I 
�� ���2�¥��¥�/0 Ë-Ì F � �'�6�z�o�»� I �¥�eR Ë�Ì F �J���2�'���»� I �¥� V Ë�Ì F �<���o�»�7��� I��Î·�¹� � _e0 Ë�Ì FJF �`W¥� I Í �z����� I � F _%R%�q_ V I Ë-Ì F �J���o�»� I �_e0 Ë�Ì F �J�z�o�»� I �q_%R Ë-Ì F �J� F ��W¥� I Í �»� I ��_ V Ë�Ì F �<���o� F �³W¥� I Í I �3�
with Ë 0 F �<���o�»� I 
�� ���2�{� .

The existence of an optimal switching curve when there are
no class-2 users present is equivalent to the value function,Ë F �J���o��� I , satisfying Properties 1 and 2 below. By symmetry,
similar properties need to hold for the existence of a switching
curve when there are no class-1 users.
Property 1: If it is optimal to serve class 1 in state F �J�z�o�<& I ,
then this is optimal in state F �J�z� �Ï����& I as well, or equivalently,
if _e0 Ë F �<���o�<& I �q_%R Ë F �J�z��W¥���<& I �q_ V Ë F �J�z�o�<& Iv _e0 Ë F �`W{���z����& I ��_%R Ë F �J�z�o�<& I ��_ V Ë F �<���o�<& I �
then _e0 Ë F �J���2�'���<& I �q_%R Ë F �J���o�<& I �q_ V Ë F �J�z�2������& Iv _e0 Ë F �`W{�����2�'�6��& I � F _%RA�\_ V I Ë F �J���2�'���<& I �



Note that this property is implied by the following inequality:_e0 Ë F �J�z�[�'���<& I ��_e0 Ë F �`W{�����o�<& I �¥�6_%R Ë F �<���o�<& Iv _e0 Ë F �J�z�o�<& I ��_e0 Ë F �`W{�����2�'�6��& I�[_%R Ë F �J�z�7W{���<& I �\_%R Ë F �<���[�'���<& I �
Property 2: If it is optimal to serve class 0 in state F �J���o��& I ,
then this is optimal in state F ���Ð�6�z�o�<& I as well, or equivalently,
if _e0 Ë F �`W{�����o�<& I ��_%R Ë F �J���o��& I �q_ V Ë F �J�z����& Iv _e0 Ë F �J���o�<& I �q_%R Ë F �J����W¥����& I ��_ V Ë F �J�z����& I �
then _e0 Ë F �J�z����& I ��_%R Ë F � �'�6�z�o�<& I ��_ V Ë F �c�����z����& IvTF _e0p�q_ V I Ë F � �'�6�z�o�<& I ��_%R Ë F �c�����z��W¥���<& I �
This property is implied by�6_e0 Ë F �J�z����& I ��_%R Ë F � �'�6�z�o�<& I ��_%R Ë F �<����W{�6��& Iv _e0 Ë F �c�������o��& I ��_e0 Ë F �`W¥���z����& I�|_%R Ë F �$�'������W{���<& I ��_%R Ë F �<���o�<& I �

These properties can be established for Ë F �J�z����� I by proving
them for all Ë-Ì F �J���o�»� I using induction on the time index Ñ ,
see [12] for details.

VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We now compare the performance of the optimal policy
with that of 	 -fair bandwidth-sharing policies. We denote byD ®�Ò ¯� the mean number of class- � users as function of 	 . In
the linear network, the 	 -fair allocation isÓ 0|
 Ñe0Ñe0p� F N�O� P%R Ñ Ò� I R½Ô Ò

and Ó �A
;�SW Ó 06�
where Ó � is the rate allocated to class � , see [1].

For the proportional fair allocation ( 	
s� ), the mean
number of users is given byU F D ® R ¯0 I 
 )(0�SW])(0 F �p� Oh �QPAR )3��SW�)(0SW])3� I
and

U F D ® R ¯� I 
 Õ lR ´ Õ n�´ Õ l
, �"
�������������� , see [7]. For general	 -fair allocations ( 	'X
�� ) we conducted simulations in order

to estimate the mean number of users. In our experiments we
chose 	 ��Ö 
 � &1�������(�J×��»Ø^�»Ù(����&1�»�É� . Besides 	L
�� , the
case 	É
�� will receive particular attention as well, because
it is a common abstraction for TCP’s bandwidth allocation.

Comparing the mean number of users for the proportional
fair allocation and policy ?%@ already provides important in-
sight. For ��
�� we have that U F D¼@ I W U F D ® R ¯ I equals)^0�SW�)(0 j )-R�SW�)(0SW])-R j _%R_e0 W{� r � ) V�GW¼)^0SW�) V j _ V_e0 W{� rcr �
Note that for _`0"8�t_e0"*�
 koº<® R

´ Õ n�´ Õ�Ú ¯ Í k Ú ® R
´ Õ n�´ Õ º ¯Õ º ® R

´ Õ n ´ Õ Ú ¯ Í Õ Ú ® R
´ Õ n ´ Õ º ¯

(relatively
large class-0 users), the proportional fair allocation does better
than ? @ , and that the difference is unbounded as _C0[ÛÀ& . For_e0 � t_e0 (relatively small class-0 users), it is better to prioritize

class 0. In fact, ?A@ achieves the minimum mean number of
users among all strategies in = , if _`0 ~ _%R and _e0 ~ _ V .
Still, the difference is limited by W Õ nR ´ Õ n j Õ ºR ´ Õ n»´ Õ º

� Õ»ÚR ´ Õ n�´ Õ»Ú r .
Thus, the proportional fair allocation performs well over a
wide range of parameter values.

We now proceed to numerically investigate whether the
latter finding holds in greater generality. The optimal policy
is computed by DP after truncating the state space. In cases
where the optimal policy is known explicitly, we verified that
the results from DP are accurate. We examined a wide range
of scenarios in terms of the values of the parameters �$� and _c� ,�a
�&(������� . Since the results were qualitatively similar in the
various scenarios, we only present the results for the cases
with )(0³
�&1��Ü , ) V 
�&1��Ü , _%R"
�&1�ÞÝ , _ V 
ß� , with either (A))/Ra
'&(��� or (B) )/Ra
'&1��Ý , and varying _`0 .

In Figures 1 and 2 we plot the total mean number of users
under different policies as a function of _C0 for cases A and B,
respectively. The smallest mean number of users among all 	 -
fair policies ( Î4��� Ò ©oà F

U F D ®�Ò ¯ IJI ) is labeled with “opt 	 fair”,
the mean number of users for the optimal policy in each point
is indicated by “dp”, and the curve “ ?B@ ”, corresponds to the
function in (1). The other curves correspond to proportional
fairness ( 	�
;� ) and an abstraction of TCP ( 	�
�� ).

From Figures 1 and 2 we see that the performance of 	 -
fair policies compares well with that of the optimal policy. The
gap does not exceed 20%. Apparently, 	 -fair policies succeed
in dynamically adjusting the rate allocation in an efficient
manner, without any knowledge of the service rate parameters.
It is also striking that the differences within the class of 	 -fair
policies are small, and that the mean total number of users is
fairly insensitive to the value of _`0 (for fixed )(0 ). In all cases,
the optimal value of 	 is either 0 (for small values of _C0 )
or � (for large values of _`0 ). The transition point occurs
approximately at _`0[
«t_e0 .

In Figures 3 and 4 we plot the total mean number of
users as a function of 	 for two values of _`0 , for cases A
and B, respectively. Again, the results agree with what could
be expected: for large _`0 it is optimal to prioritize class 0,
while for small small _`0 it is better to achieve a large degree
of parallelization. The difference between the best and the
worst 	 -fair allocations is roughly 5% and 10% in cases A
and B, respectively.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to investigate the efficiency of standard allocation
mechanisms such as 	 -fair policies, we have determined the
delay-optimal allocation policies in a simple linear network
with exponential service requirements. The optimal scheduling
policies require a high degree of coordination within the
network as well as knowledge of the service requirement
distributions, which may prohibit actual implementation. As
a benchmark, though, they are extremely useful to assess the
effectiveness of other bandwidth-sharing strategies. In all our
experiments we observed that (i) the differences within the
class of 	 -fair allocations are not significant, and (ii) these
allocations compare well with the optimal strategies.
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The above-mentioned results concern rate allocation across
flow classes (corresponding to flows sharing a common route),
and do not account for scheduling within classes. As men-
tioned in the introduction, it was shown in [13] that standard
size-based scheduling strategies such as SRPT and LAS ap-
plied across all flows can cause instability effects. However,
size-based scheduling within flow classes may still produce
substantial performance benefits, provided the rate allocation
across flow classes is carefully arbitrated to avoid the above
instability phenomena. Exactly how to combine size-based
scheduling within classes with a stable rate arbitration across
classes, and what the potential gains might be, is non-trivial
and remains as a challenging topic for further research.
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